WECOME TO THE BROADVIEW HERMITAGE
The hermitage provides a place for private retreat at the Bellfry.
Come be refreshed, reflect, pray and be inspired by God’s beauty on this land.
Feel free to wander the property, visit Bell’s Ridge for sunrise and sunset, walk the
labyrinth and trails.
PRACTICAL NOTES
*The hermitage is never locked so you can come and go freely.
*Turn on hot water when you arrive – in the closet electrical box
flip the water on and then the heat pump (both off when you leave)
*In winter months, turn off the portable heater and put in the closet.
*Heat and AC is controlled with the window unit near the futon.
*Feel free to use the wood stove but don’t overheat
or leave burning strongly unattended.
*Clean sheets and towels are on the futon and in the closet
(loft beds are left with a bottom sheet on to protect the mattress)
BEFORE YOU LEAVE:
*Please write a note and sign the guest book on the little table.
*Please clean all dishes, dust and sweep/dustbuster lightly,
and pray for the person who will come after you.
*Turn off the AC/Heat as well as water heater and pump
(in winter months, leave bathroom door and under sink door open, the bathroom heater
turned not off but to 40 degrees and the little portable heater dial set to 1 with both red
lights on switches placed beside open kitchen sink doors)
*Be sure all the windows are closed and lower the big blind.
*Leave used sheets and towels in pillow case on the
front porch chair of the Bellfry (leave wet towels out on the chair).
Please put out clean sheets and towels from the closet on the futon.
*Take trash with you.
*We welcome freewill offerings to Amistad Mission serving the poor in Bolivia or
International Justice Mission fighting human trafficking which you may leave in an
envelope for Anne Grizzle in the Bellfry mailbox at the road.
*Email Anne Grizzle at afgrizzle@mindspring.com with anything that needs to be
replenished, suggestions to improve, or repairs needed.
Call Anne at 713-443-6211 with any questions
or Anne’s cousin who lives nearby, Carol Atwood 540-463-1000 for immediate needs.

